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The Year of You 2017-11-16
are you ready to go on a journey the year of you is an invitation to discover more about yourself become more conscious about
what you want and create a rich and fulfilling life through one journaling prompt a day with this book you can take the guess
work out of journaling and use one writing prompt each day of the year to explore and unpack the most important aspects of your
life and your being each month you ll focus on one important area of your life january identity february the past march
environment april fun may career june relationships july growth august money september travel and adventure october health
november sprituality december the future you can start in january june or november simply turn to today s date and start
writing whether you re new to journaling or have enjoyed a reflective writing practice for some time the year of you offers a
wealth of inspiration that will deepen your understanding and awareness of what makes you who you are

The 100-Day Self-Discovery Journal 2018-11-17
in the 100 day self discovery journal you get 100 days of unique thought provoking and creative writing prompts for life
changing self discovery you can use the book as your journal to write in this prompt journal gives you all the inspiration you
need to get going on your self exploring journaling route with a wide ranging selection of unusual writing suggestions plenty
of writing space each prompt is on its own lined two page spread with lots of room for comprehensive journal writing do you
want to know who you are and what you want but don t know where to begin do you want to be the best version of yourself and dig
deeper into your authentic self are you lacking in motivation or inspiration but don t know why would you like to change the
way you live your life but don t have the first idea of where to start do you feel change is due and inevitable but don t know
what and how to change the journal prompts in this book serve as thought provoking kick starters for efficient and joyful
journal writing and they will help you start a fun self discovering and life changing journaling journey you will also learn
how to meditate before journaling how to get your emotions onto the page how to succeed with the journaling process how to move
on once you ve identified your issues by harnessing the power of the journaling experience journaling provides you with an
experience unlike any other you get to write down your most profound inner thoughts without offending somebody else with your
opinions and you can start where you are anywhere in life keeping a journal is meant to be a pleasurable and rewarding
experience and the prompts in this book are designed for you to persevere and really reap all the benefits of a journaling
practice that will undoubtedly enhance the quality of your life so pick up your copy of the 100 day self discovery journal get
the best writing prompts for self exploring journal writing and take a step towards identifying a better life a life you truly
deserve the 100 day self discovery journal also serves well as a treasured women s journal gift and a journal for girls
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Journal Prompts for Self Discovery: A Guided Writing Prompt Journal with 100 Positive
Prompts to Find Inner Peace and Get Rid of Anxiety and Depressio 2019-03-25
guided prompt journal with 100 positive prompts a beautifully designed positive writing prompt journal for yourself or a friend
to write down your thoughts great gift for those in need of a positive writing prompt journal to learn about themselves sooth
the mind or get rid of anxiety depression or worries and gain helpful insight into what truly matters to them journaling for
five or ten minutes a day will help you gain control over your emotions and feelings extra blank pages at the end of the
journal to provide you with more space to draw doodle sketch and write down your thought or notes product details matte finish
cover 100 positive prompts journal extra blank pages 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm perfect present for moms daughters fathers sons
family or friends for their birthday or for christmas make sure to look at our other products for other book ideas and covers
by clicking on the author name

30 Day Journal: A Month of Journal Prompts for Self Reflection and Growth 2018-12-27
journaling is one of the best paths to self discovery one size fits all no use this journal however it works for you some
examples ready to kick the new year into gear complete this 30 day series of journal prompts in a few days or weeks to jump
start your own intentional journey have time for just a few minutes each day for self reflection pace yourself and spend a few
minutes each day over a month to slowly and intentionally complete the exercises scared to start and fail another challenge set
fair parameters in your busy life complete this 30 day challenge spaced out over the year yes more time will pass but you will
complete this challenge set an alarm on your phone on your light days maybe mondays and wednesdays or even pick one day a week
to set aside time during a lunch break steal time in your car before walking in to work or childcare pickup or even just grab a
few minutes before bedtime this 8 x 10 sized soft cover notebook features premium quality printing with firm binding the 35
pages in total length include 1 color plate reading 30 day journal belongs to 30 pages of prompts and lined writing area with
color floral accents throughout 1 color plate at end for hand lettering or doodling an inspirational phrase word or quote 2
blank pages for lists daydreaming or hand lettering

The Writing Prompts Journal 2012-10-05
this collection of 365 journal writing prompts is meant to stop writer s block in its tracks with enough prompts to last the
whole year long you ll be writing every day on a variety of subjects with some introspection some humor and a view to the
future you ll be able to practice your writing and learn more about yourself author bryan cohen s books of writing prompts and
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writing advice have sold more than 15 000 copies

52 Weeks of Journaling Prompts 2018-07
this 6 x 9 journal is organized into 52 weeks or 1 year of journaling each week has a question or a prompt to help get you
writing each week or prompt gives you 2 pages to write your thoughts and feelings on the topic this blank book is to help you
better understand yourself and what kind of person you are and want to be this diary makes journaling easy for beginners and
experts a like

104 Journal Prompts for Boys Beginning Journaling for Boys 2021-01-02
104 journal prompts for boys beginning journaling for boys is the perfect way for young men ages 7 12 to begin writing their
thoughts and ideas each page has 2 opportunities the first is a short answer fill in the blank type questions for younger
writers the second prompt requires a more detailed answer for your young one to write or for them to dictate to an adult but
there s more on the facing page there is an opportunity for your young person to draw a picture anything they d like and write
what it is each prompt page has a space for the date and an emoji where your young person can draw how they are feeling that
day in addition on the facing page is a word of affirmation this is a great and easy way for youngsters to begin a lifelong
love of writing this journal has 104 prompts enough for a year of writing once a week or more often if they d like

My Journal - Volume 2 2018-03-09
this journal is a creative and fun way for students to be inspired and encouraged to journal whether it s every day or every
week inside this unique journal there are feeling emojis to ponder places to doodle and 50 questions prompts throughout the
book to be answered or expanded upon either by writing or drawing or both kids will love this journal best for middle school
aged students and teens this volume can be purchased and used completely on its own or combined with volume 1 matching cover
for a complete set of 100 journal prompts

My Journal - Volume 1 2018-03-09
this journal is a creative and fun way for students to be inspired and encouraged to journal whether it s every day or every
week inside this unique journal there are feeling emojis to ponder places to doodle and 50 questions prompts throughout the
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book to be answered or expanded upon either by writing or drawing or both kids will love this journal best for middle school
aged students and teens this volume can be purchased and used completely on its own or combined with volume 2 matching cover
for a complete set of 100 journal prompts

The Year of You 2021-02-15
a guided journal containing 365 prompts covering the most important areas of life monthly topics include identity relationships
money career the future and much more

Daily Journal Prompts 2005-01-01
with fun and engaging writing prompts like these your students will jump at the chance to write these books include two prompts
per day that touch on holidays and seasons favorite memories sports and hobbies animals and nature and other kid captivating
topics students will improve their writing skills as they write directions create imaginative stories pen poems compare and
contrast and much more

The Writing Prompt Journal 2018-12-19
an inspiration magnet to skyrocket self esteem this self discovery journal provides more than 200 thoroughly unique enjoyable
writing prompts skyrocket your self esteem develop your creativity and explore all area s of life writing prompts about your
love life writing prompts to better deal with social anxiety s writing prompts for finding empowering strategies to deal with
worries stress and failures and much much more creative writing at your own pace for maximum benefit this beautifully designed
writing prompts journal can be used at your own space to give you the maximum benefit furthermore there are wisdom quotes
throughout this writing prompt journal to motivate you when you feel a lack of inspiration discover your best self now scroll
up to buy your own writing prompts journal zen journaling method the writing prompts in this self discovery journal are
designed as writing prompts for adults but are also fit as writing prompts for teens given the nature of the writing prompts
this journal also perfectly fits as a self esteem workbook furthermore this daily journal for women men is perfectly compatible
with other self help books or self help methods it s both a journal to write in for women and a journal to write in for men 21
exercises has also created other self help journals including writing prompts journals creative writing prompts and 90 days
self discovery journals to write in for women men to get the most benefit out of the writing prompt journal it s advisable to
set out a particular zen journaling time each day 5 to 10 minutes for example in the morning or before you go to bed
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365 Journal Prompts for the English Language Learner 2018-03-04
by using her extensive experience as an esl teacher brittany strelluf has penned an english learning guidebook catered
specifically for those who struggle with the language and for whom english is a second language 365 journal prompts for the
english language learner brittany has witnessed firsthand how learning a language is always a massive undertaking and that many
working adults don t have enough time to devote hours upon hours to learning a new one regardless of how accomplished and
driven they are however scientific evidence has proven that writing even a little every day can improve someone s ability
drastically with time realizing the positive impact that daily journaling can have and how some of the most successful
individuals in history kept daily journals brittany has set out to adapt the concept to assist busy people with strengthening
their language skills this book is filled with challenging everyday journal prompts specifically designed to help you practice
writing full sentencesstrengthen your opinion on various topicsnurture your daily english writing habitswith writing prompts
specifically designed for adult english learning individuals on the go brittany strelluf s 365 journal prompts for the english
language learner will have you writing with confidence in no time

99 Journal Writing Templates 2014-09-06
you are guaranteed to be able to write after reading this book ever get stuck when trying to write a journal entry want to
learn how to write better need journal templates journal entries and journal prompts for you your friends or your students 99
journal writing templates gives you ninety nine different journal entries that you can use in your journals starting right now
not only will you write better and learn new things but you will also gain personal growth within yourself this book makes
journal writing fun anyone can benefit from this book including journal writing lovers students teachers creative writers
content creators book novel writers bloggers article writers and literally anyone who enjoys writing and getting their thoughts
on paper if you have ever wanted a book you can go through any day any time of the week this book is your answer you will write
more you will increase your skills in vocabulary writing and other life skills you will learn more about yourself and you will
love getting your thoughts and ideas on paper once you start writing more journal entries from these journal prompts you will
begin to develop your own prompts and templates and will be writing all the time and best of all you will love writing and you
will love yourself for doing it get this book right now and never have trouble writing in your journal again

The One Week Journal 2022-10-11
the one week journal combines the best of both worlds it is partially an adult coloring book with whimsical hand drawn
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illustrations which can both soothe and stimulate it s also a guided journal that captures the mood of the moment helping the
reader journaler to better reflect on their inner world people color and journal for many reasons to engage with books to take
a break from the world to self reflect to allow thoughts to surface without the distraction of their cell phone and to enjoy
being in solitude for a short while in a world which has forgotten how to spend time in the moment the journal is comprehensive
without being intimidating or overwhelming it is presented as a weeklong project which guides the participant through two
exploratory topics each day the end goal is to create a unique time capsule which will be valuable and cherished as the years
pass makes it unlike any other guided journal currently on the market

Journal Prompts for Secondary Students 2005-10
journal prompts that are appropriate for junior and senior high students are sometimes difficult to find equally difficult to
find are writing prompts that also strengthen vocabulary journal prompts for secondary students does both this resource
includes a variety of age appropriate topics for each week of the school year vocabulary terms and weekly and quarter
assessment devices journal prompts for secondary students is a great language arts supplemental resource teachers can use the
prompts to transition into the day s lesson to motivate reluctant writers and to strengthen writing and vocabulary skills any
writer can benefit from the thought provoking prompt challenges whether you are a teacher needing a writing and vocabulary text
to supplement your curriculum or you are a writer looking for inspiration this book is for you

365 Writing Prompt 2017-05-07
ever have one of those days when the creative well runs dry this book will give your brain the teaser it needs to get your
writing juices flowing and get over that battle with writer s block this extensive list of topics while random is thought
provoking entertaining and fun perfect for stumped writers who want common and accessible concepts or something manageable to
write to get past that glaring blank page book includes one to two prompts per page inside this book 365 daily writing prompt
size 6 inches by 9 inches matte soft cover an example of some questions describe one of your earliest childhood memories write
about what you see as one of your best qualities what s behind the door why is it closed write a note thanking a part of your
body for doing such a good job write poem or short story about a diary entry you ve read or imagined etc

The 31-Day Writing Prompt Journal 2019-08-31
looking for some inspiration and motivation in your writing life try this 31 day writing challenge in this journal you ll find
31 one word writing prompts followed by lined pages for you to fill with your own thoughts and creativity writing has the power
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to bring life to weary bones healing to broken spirits clarity to questioning minds joy to burdened hearts hope to hurting
souls what do you have to lose in this 31 day writing challenge you re encouraged to pick up a pen and write no hesitations no
worrying about what other people might think no pausing to fix your spelling or punctuation just write by setting aside your
inhibitions you can use these freewriting exercises to strengthen your craft experiment with a new technique discover thoughts
and ideas hidden below the surface clarify your passions and goals record significant stories and memories develop a larger
project and so much more how to use this writing journal this 31 day writing prompt journal is full of possibilities there are
no set rules for how to use it the only rule is that you write you could wait until the first day of the month to begin or
begin today set a timer for five minutes and freewrite until the timer beeps or write until you run out of space begin a flash
fiction piece that continues with each prompt or write a new poem every day use the prompts to capture stories from your
childhood or record your dreams for the future write a collection of prayers to the lord or letters to a loved one be creative
try something new leave the door of your mind open to wherever your pen may take you the most important part is that you write
and don t forget that you re allowed to enjoy the process

Love is the Longing to Write 2020-01-11
writing a journal will be one of the most rewarding decisions you would have ever made in your life to kick start your passion
for writing there are 180 thought provoking prompts in this book to keep you creative and motivated these prompts will help you
sharpen your writing skills and inspire you to write better writing one prompt a day in this book should keep you going for 6
months remember this writing journal is a place just for you and your imagination let it take whatever shape works for you try
making it a daily practice by adding it to your morning or evening ritual so that it becomes a habit try picking a specific
time of day that it gets done every day in case writer s block strikes you just take one prompt and start writing the more you
do it the easier it gets there is no particular order in which you should do them follow your heart choose any prompt where you
feel like writing about write about it as often as you like if you only use one prompt over and over again that s fine if you
don t want to write about another one that s ok too this writing time is for you additional details cover premium glossy finish
size 6 x 9 inches easy to carry around pages 182 pages paper high grade white paper

Creative Writing Prompts for Adults 2020-01-11
writing a journal will be one of the most rewarding decisions you would have ever made in your life to kick start your passion
for writing there are 180 thought provoking prompts in this book to keep you creative and motivated these prompts will help you
sharpen your writing skills and inspire you to write better writing one prompt a day in this book should keep you going for 6
months remember this writing journal is a place just for you and your imagination let it take whatever shape works for you try
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making it a daily practice by adding it to your morning or evening ritual so that it becomes a habit try picking a specific
time of day that it gets done every day in case writer s block strikes you just take one prompt and start writing the more you
do it the easier it gets there is no particular order in which you should do them follow your heart choose any prompt where you
feel like writing about write about it as often as you like if you only use one prompt over and over again that s fine if you
don t want to write about another one that s ok too this writing time is for you additional details cover premium glossy finish
size 6 x 9 inches easy to carry around pages 182 pages paper high grade white paper

365 Journal Prompts for Self-Love 2023-05-24
welcome to an inspiring year long journey of self love and self discovery with 365 journal prompts for self love this
captivating journal is your companion in cultivating a deep and meaningful relationship with yourself in the midst of our busy
lives it s easy to neglect our own needs and dreams but within these pages you ll find a sanctuary a space dedicated to
reconnecting with your true self embracing your unique qualities and unlocking the boundless power of self love each carefully
crafted prompt will ignite introspection inviting you to explore your aspirations fears and desires from gentle reflections to
mindful challenges these prompts gently push you beyond your comfort zone empowering you to overcome self doubt and embrace a
positive self image immerse yourself in the therapeutic act of journaling as you begin this transformative journey of self
discovery unleash your creativity gain clarity and foster gratitude as you navigate life s twists and turns let each prompt
serve as a reminder that you are worthy of love kindness and abundant joy whether you re a seasoned journaler or just starting
out 365 journal prompts for self love is your trusted companion on the path to self discovery make this journal your sacred
space a place where your dreams flourish your voice is heard and your love for yourself grows get the companion notebook self
love is your superpower notebook also by cindy peterman on amazon com dot grid paper and lined paper formats are available
embrace the transformative power of self love begin your journey today

Screw It, Just Write 2020-01-11
writing a journal will be one of the most rewarding decisions you would have ever made in your life to kick start your passion
for writing there are 180 thought provoking prompts in this book to keep you creative and motivated these prompts will help you
sharpen your writing skills and inspire you to write better writing one prompt a day in this book should keep you going for 6
months remember this writing journal is a place just for you and your imagination let it take whatever shape works for you try
making it a daily practice by adding it to your morning or evening ritual so that it becomes a habit try picking a specific
time of day that it gets done every day in case writer s block strikes you just take one prompt and start writing the more you
do it the easier it gets there is no particular order in which you should do them follow your heart choose any prompt where you
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feel like writing about write about it as often as you like if you only use one prompt over and over again that s fine if you
don t want to write about another one that s ok too this writing time is for you additional details cover premium glossy finish
size 6 x 9 inches easy to carry around pages 182 pages paper high grade white paper

Journal Prompts for My Dark Thoughts 2020-03-17
the safe place for your taboo poetry and prose words of death and destruction wailing grief gruesome ill wishes and morbid
sarcasm do not always play well sitting next to the less afflicted words you may write in innocent everyday journals here is
your permission to capture the rage and sorrow in your heart and set it free journal prompts and dark author quotes start each
page to feed your muse find the prompt that inspires you today and get started telling the universe how you really feel

Best Friends Journal 2019-11-27
best friends journal writing prompts for best friend book gift this best friends journal notebook diary is a shared journal
between best friends each page is duplicated so that each best friend can fill in her page about the other there s a name page
at the end for who the book is completed by writing prompts include blank lined space for you to write what makes a best friend
write an adventure story the two of you go on together draw your best friends face write a poem about them make a playlist you
want to play for their birthday party list your favorite movies you ve watched together a bucket list for the two of you your
favorite memories together and many more prompts also pages to paste pics makes a perfect gift for that special young girl in
your life who just loves her best friend can be used every day or however often you choose this will make a precious keepsake
for the both of you to look back on size is 6x9 inches 100 pages soft matte finish cover paperback

Listen To Your Heart Guided Journal: Daily Journal Prompts for Personal Growth and
Self Discovery So You Can Find Out what Makes You Happy in 30 Days. 2020-02-14
your heart is always guiding you to a life you love the listen to your heart guided journal will help you hear these important
messages so you can find what makes you happy inside are short daily readings followed by thought provoking journal prompts for
clarity connecting to your higher self and creating positive changes you ll be guided on a journey of personal growth self
discovery self love and emotional healing liberate yourself from limiting stories and fear based beliefs connect to your
deepest desires and construct new belief systems reflecting infinite possibility times of frustration or uncertainty are
powerful thresholds inviting you to step into a new level of yourself and life if you re ready to cross this threshold into a
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new chapter listen to your heart is a fantastic guide what s inside a carefully designed sequential process to find what makes
you happy 30 days of short daily readings with thought provoking journaling prompts for self discovery personal growth and
emotional healing plenty of space for writing dreaming releasing healing and connecting to yourselfthe program week 1 radical
honestyget clear on the limiting beliefs outdated stories and fears holding you back it s time to create freedom week 2
clarifying who you are and what you wantidentify your values what makes you unique and who you want to be learn my no fail
method for getting unstuck in a way that feels fun and easy and that you can do right now week 3 creating your next
levelidentify what you need to feel nourished alive and radiant tune into your perfect average day and receive guidance from
your higher self to create these important changes in your life week 4 becoming limitlessgo deep into mindset this week uncover
how your beliefs about money success and failure disappointment are holding you back from designing a life you love integration
keep the momentum goingreflect on your journey and reaffirm the biggest shifts so you can continue to build

99 Journaling Templates 2021-03-11
full of good simple and straightforward ideas this book is acceptable for most all ages in its content this book gives you
ninety nine different journal entries that you can use in your journals starting right now not only will you learn journaling
basics write better and learn new things but you will also gain personal growth within yourself this book makes journal writing
fun

Gratitude Journal 2015-05-26
cultivate an attitude of gratitude writing in a gratitude journal may only take a few minutes of your day but doing so has the
power to turn your entire life around the law of attraction says that whatever you focus on grows stronger by making a habit to
focus on the positive side of things even something you might label as negative you are tapping into the secret of living a
happy life when we start counting the little things that we treasure things that may otherwise escape our attention in the
chaos of daily life not only are we becoming more positive and loving but more giving and appreciative as well our happiness is
no one s responsibility but our own when we stop reacting to the people and circumstances around us we re taking back control
of our lives in order to steer it in the direction we want to go giving thanks to the universe is giving love and what we give
inevitably comes back to us have an attitude of gratitude once you make a habit out of appreciating all the gifts in life big
or small you ll begin to attract more positive people and situations bad habits and former worries will disappear replaced by
faith and good feelings toward yourself and others starting a gratitude journal is easy all you need is a pen a notebook and a
moment to lay down your appreciation for what you ve been given in life this book contains journal prompts on 52 different
topics each one beginning with an inspirational gratitude quote from great men and women of the past and present you can focus
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on one topic a week if you wish that s enough to last you a year or you may pick and choose a prompt at random if you are
looking for inspiration and new ideas on any given day

Write Him Off 2015-03-06
how to get over a broken heart try journaling it s an effective proven method of releasing pain on paper when it s down on the
page you can examine your emotions with more rationality a journal is a safe place to express your honest thoughts and emotions
without the risk of judgment from others as you follow these writing prompts you ll find that inner part of your soul emerging
to guide you and give you the answers you didn t think you had you ll begin to understand why your relationship didn t work out
as well as uncover some of the insecurities and blockages to your happiness and how to find the gifts and lesson in your
current state of pain and recovery coping with a breakup or divorce is a challenging time and everyone heals at their own pace
this book gives you b 30 journal prompts to get to the heart of the matter and help you speed up the recovery process b each
one begins with an inspirational quote from great men and women of the past and present you can do the journal prompts
consecutively or you can pace them by taking breaks between the days if you find the work to be emotionally heavy a
relationship consists of two people which is why this book is divided into two sections 15 prompts about your ex and 15 that
focuses on you by doing this work you ll be taking the steps to let go of your ex uncover what made you incompatible why you
were attracted to him in the first place analyze your true beliefs about love how to be more positive in love and in life find
out what really makes you happy in a romantic relationship how to take care of yourself and fulfill your own happiness and be
less needy how to create a healthy inter dependent relationship the next time around whether it s letting go of a first love or
healing from a nasty divorce letting go of an ex is the first step in attracting your true soulmate into your life buy the book
and get started with this work today

Savage As Fuck 2019-05-31
a gratitude journal with prompts for awesome bitches women our customized journal has unique interior designs and is
specialized for awesome bitches women dealing with shits in life cuz you know what cursing makes you feel better fuck it can
help you relieve stress and is a great way to express yourself so what are you waiting for go grab your journal and get shit
done journal features unique interior with theme background design today i am thankful for shit list of the day good shit bad
shit my fucking mood today 100 unique fun interesting prompts 50 shit quote of the day plus 20 pages of journal to write in
this unique and fun journal can be a perfect gift for your girlfriends best friends daughters sisters mom aunts and other
awesome bitches women you know our designs are available in 5 different sizes 5 x 8 inches extra small 6 x 9 inches small 7 x
10 inches medium 8 x 10 inches large 8 5 x 11 inches extra large you may also like some of our collections with unique
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specialized themes each book savage as fuck pit ball bulldog bitch please i m so fucking fabulous i tinkle glitter pewp
cupcakes fart rainbows unicorn my pit bull and i talk shit about you pitbull bulldog pug chihuahua yas queen of the shit show
crown today i will manifest some cool ass shit but first coffee coffee yolo let that shit go yoga bulldog she s beauty she s
grace she s got resting bitche face unicorn you re my favorite bitch to bitch about bithches with pineapple inhale the good
shit exhale the bullshit yoga bulldog in a world full of assholes shit happens poop run on coffee chihuahua curse words coffee
chihuahua i m mostly peace love and light yoga bulldog

Guided Journal for Mental Health: Anti Anxiety and Depression Writing Prompt Journal
with 100 Positive Writing Prompts to Explore Your Thoughts and So 2019-03-25
guided prompt journal with 100 positive prompts a beautifully designed positive writing prompt journal for yourself or a friend
to write down your thoughts great gift for those in need of a positive writing prompt journal to learn about themselves sooth
the mind or get rid of anxiety depression or worries and gain helpful insight into what truly matters to them journaling for
five or ten minutes a day will help you gain control over your emotions and feelings extra blank pages at the end of the
journal to provide you with more space to draw doodle sketch and write down your thought or notes product details matte finish
cover 100 positive prompts journal extra blank pages 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm perfect present for moms daughters fathers sons
family or friends for their birthday or for christmas make sure to look at our other products for other book ideas and covers
by clicking on the author name

Soul Journal 2017-06-12
you didn t arrive here by accident it s time to unearth your inner wisdom it s time to remember that you are already whole
everything you need is already within you this guided journal with 124 prompts for daily reflection will lead you through the
rich fertile grounds of your soul it is there where you will find the potential for limitless self expression and discovery as
you reflect on who you really are what your beliefs and desires are your values and so much more published in three volumes
this unique collection of journals provides you with the opportunity to explore and write through the changes in your life over
the course of an entire year as you notice the patterns and synchronicities in your life it will become clear that you are your
best teacher write your story breathe remember who you are
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Writing Journal: Four Months Guided Journal, Prompts Diary, and Daily Notebook
2019-02-09
start or end each day with reflection and inspiration with this daily guided journal each page offers a space for a what i am
grateful for prompt as well as space to note your what i have tried today and what i still need to finish as well as what i did
or saw that was amazing at the end of a week s worth of guided journaling there is a space for weekly reflections such as
finding yourself with space for jotting down thoughts making notes or simply relating what you have learned that week the 6 x 9
inch size is perfect for travel so it s always handy or it can sit conveniently on a desk or table this guided writing journal
makes a wonderful gift such as a birthday gift teacher gift thank you gift housewarming gift christmas gift holiday gift just
because gift or a gift to yourself

30 Days of Gratitude 2018-10-21
this guided journal contains 30 writing prompts to help you contemplate and express gratitude journal is 6 x9 and contains 60
lined pages cover is a feel good matte finish

Prompt Journal for the Busy College Student 2019-12-24
college journals are often used for school work and assignments college ruled composition books and college notebooks are
everywhere this prompt journal was created specifically with you the student in mind college life is full of experiences ideas
and moments while going through these 60 prompts you ll be able to capture and remember the moments that mean the most to you
use these prompts in a few different ways either answer them directly or use them to spark different ideas and write from the
heart some of the college student journal prompts included are what is the most unusual thing you have seen at school so far
what is one thing you want to accomplish in the first semester what is one event you have attended this year was it fun why did
you go where is your favorite spot on your school s campus why is it your favorite spot make a list of whitty comebacks you
wish you d have said earlier are you looking forward to the next break what is one thing you want to do over the break what do
you look forward to when getting back to school this journal is a great gift for a current college student or a new college
student include this in your next care package for college students
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60 Days of Creative Writing Ideas for Kids 2015-11-17
60 days of journal prompts for children to write stories during summer breaks or while homeschooling the simple prompts
stimulate and spark their imagination while increasing their knowledge of writing

Positive Writing Prompts: Anti Anxiety and Depression Writing Prompt Journal with 100
Positive Writing Prompts to Explore Your Thoughts and Soot 2019-03-25
guided prompt journal with 100 positive prompts a beautifully designed positive writing prompt journal for yourself or a friend
to write down your thoughts great gift for those in need of a positive writing prompt journal to learn about themselves sooth
the mind or get rid of anxiety depression or worries and gain helpful insight into what truly matters to them journaling for
five or ten minutes a day will help you gain control over your emotions and feelings extra blank pages at the end of the
journal to provide you with more space to draw doodle sketch and write down your thought or notes product details matte finish
cover 100 positive prompts journal extra blank pages 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm perfect present for moms daughters fathers sons
family or friends for their birthday or for christmas make sure to look at our other products for other book ideas and covers
by clicking on the author name

Without Struggle There Is No Progress 2019-11-29
this beautiful inspirational journal with affirmations and writing prompt lists for ideas can be used for anything you wish
such as goal getting plans recovery gratitude journaling list making or as a personal reflection journal this journal aims to
promote positivity and happiness designed to motivate with a full page of over twenty inspirational affirmations to help
encourage your goal getting additionally in order to give you ideas on what to write there is a full page of over twenty
journal writing prompts if you sometimes struggle with getting started this journal makes the perfect gift for friends and
family to help inspire them to achieve their personal goals and dreams there is plenty of space with 113 large pages for
writing ways you can use this journal list goals you want to achieve write about your hopes and dreams for the future journal
your experiences and thoughts write about things you are grateful for write your unique story why you ll love this journal
beautiful cherry blossom professionally designed cover over 25 inspirational affirmations to inspire you over 25 journal
prompts for ideas on what to write section to add a couple of your own favorite sayings or affirmations page to write your top
10 personal goals 3 quotes to inspire you within the first few pages 113 lined journal pages 8 5 x 11 larger sized journal for
even more space to write in we have lots of great positivity gratitude reflection and goal getting journals so be sure to check
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out our other listings by clicking on the marie ann s motivational journals link just below the title of this tracker

730 Journal Prompts 1999-09-01
this easy to use resource contains two thought provoking topics for each day of the year the hundreds of primary journal
prompts in this book are based on holiday seasonal and general topics includes reproducible journal covers and a lined writing
page reproducible

Journal Prompts for Depression 2020-11-15
100 sheets of premium college ruled lined paper perfect for writing notes and as a gift to people you care most about

Anti Anxiety Prompts 2019-02-18
guided prompt journal with 100 positive prompts a beautifully designed positive writing prompt journal for yourself or a friend
to write down your thoughts great gift for those in need of a positive writing prompt journal to learn about themselves sooth
the mind or get rid of anxiety depression or worries and gain helpful insight into what truly matters to them journaling for
five or ten minutes a day will help you gain control over your emotions and feelings extra blank pages at the end of the
journal to provide you with more space to draw doodle sketch and write down your thought or notes product details matte finish
cover 100 positive prompts journal extra blank pages 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm perfect present for moms daughters fathers sons
family or friends for their birthday or for christmas make sure to look at our other products for other book ideas and covers
by clicking on the author name
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